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Intro 
Outro 

Hacky Easter 2016 is over! It was a great and exciting competition. The number of participants has grown again, 
compared to last year. More than 2'100 users registered for it!  

Hacky Easter 2017 is already in planning. Seven volunteers already submitted challenge ideas, or fully 
implemented challenges, which is really great! In case you want to contribute a challenge, too, or if you have 
an idea for a great new feature, let me know! 

Thank you and stay tuned for next year! 

PS 
ps@hacking-lab.com 

 

 

Credits 
Credits for the solutions go to (in alphabetical order): 

 

• 1432 

• 1mpr0V3r_2 

• 2bNs 

• abigaildenham 

• av 

• Backbite 

• beewasp 

• Buge 

• DanMcFly 

• Darkice 

• darkstar 

• Dingo_the_BB 

• eash 

• evandrix 

• foobar123 

• f_root 

• HaRdLoCk 

• HomeSen 

• horst3000 

• inik 

• jamesdju 

• jcel 

• kumaus 

• Liblor 

• M. 

• MaMe82 

• markie 

• mcia 

• Morpheuz 

• Newcomer 

• nfrey 

• ngroegli 

• noahavery 

• Puma_ 

• pythOn33 

• reijuc 

• remmer 

• rogerbillo 

• sograv 

• SOKala 

• solarwind 

• Spyderp1g 

• Stjubit 

• sudohash 

• sym 

• thesiki24 

• TheVamp 

• the_new_one 

• wamghost 

• zollak 

• _DK_
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Awards 
Perfect Solvers 
Congrats to the following 54 hackers who solved all Easter eggs (alphabetical order)! Well done! 

 

 
 

    1hz7p8s 

    1mpr0V3r_2 

    2bNs 

    3ckh4r7 

    alex1233967 

    badagent 

    braeburn 

    Buge 

    DanMcFly 

    Darkice 

    darkstar 

    Dingo_the_BB  

    durchfall3n 

    eash 

    evandrix 

    FruFru 

    HaRdLoCk 

    HomeSen 

    hoppingRSP 

    g4m0r 

    gr00t 

    inik 

    jamesdju 

    Joing 

    jxnim 

    k00g 

    kumaus 

    last_place 

    M. 

    MaMe82 

    Morpheuz 

    mrexcessive 

    nfrey 

    otaku 

    Puma_ 

    remmer 

    Retr0id 

    sebdotv 

    skuater 

    S0Kala 

    sploutchy 

    sunscan 

    synaptic_error  

    thesiki24 

    TheVamp 

    the_new_one  

    Tonerl 

    unixo 

    wamghost 

    xermicus 

    xxlleedd 

    _DK_ 

    _graypanda 

    _Woody_ 
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Hacking-Lab Awards 
As usual, we've created awards in Hacking-Lab for this competition. You got one of them, in case you reached 
the following total scores (Easter eggs, write-up, and teaser challenge). 

 

 120 points   GOLD  

 105 points   SILVER 

 90 points   BRONZE 

 

Your awards are shown on the profile page: 
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Statistics 
General 
 

 2016 2015 2014 growth 15/16 

hackers 2'154 1’313 728 64% 

points total 28'672 25’170 13’992 14%  

points per hacker 13.31 19.17 19.22 -30% 

perfect solvers 54 55  -2% 

eggs solved 10'050 7’698 4’140 32% 

- easy 6'734 4'077 2’180  
- medium 2'352 2'355 121% 

- hard 966 1'266 41%  

nations 104 86  20% 

 

 

Event Activity 
Number of hackers and solutions, growing with time. 
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Solutions per Egg 
Number of solutions, per egg. Egg 21 seems to have been too easy for a "hard" challenge. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Score Distribution 
Number of users, for each possible score. 
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Fun 
Images 
Found online and in solution documents provided.  

 

             
 

   
                    (made by user "av") 
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1337 Submit 
TheVamp  demonstrated the "1337 way" of how to  submit Easter eggs (check out the time of the egg 
submissions): 
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Solutions 
 

Teaser Challenge 

 

Level: medium 

Solutions: 106 
 

 

Challenge 

Download the presentation about Hacky Easter 2016. It shows information about the upcoming event, and 
gives a glimpse at the event's challenges. 

 

An easter egg is hidden somewhere in the file. Can you find it? You'll need to find hidden content in the file, 
and perform some operations on it, in order to get the egg. 

 Find the hidden content in the presentation. 

 Perform the necessary operations on it. You don't need to be a super h4XOR for this! 

 HINT: When extracting things from the presentation, do it from the original file, and not from within 
PowerPoint! 

 Get the easter egg 

 

Solution of beewasp 

XORed all of the images together (image1 to 37), using paint.net (added all the images as a layer and XORed. 

This produces the following: 
Teaser solved. 

Solution code: overthehop 

 

 
 

http://media.hacking-lab.com/hackyeaster/HackyEaster2016.odp
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Solution of darkstar 

1. Find the hidden content in the presentation. 

After downloading and extracting (7z x HackyEaster2016.odp), I found the hidden file. 

 
 

2. Perform the necessary operations on it. You don't need to be a super h4XOR for this! 

The word h4XOR in the instruction brought me to the idea that something is xor encoded. So I tested xoring 
the RGB Values from each Pixel, but the Result won't work. I tested to xoring lines and columns but nothing 

works. After a break I started new at the Pictures and I saw that the images 12 to 37 has the same size, but 
image 37 where jpg so I tested to xor the images from 12 to 36. 

 

3. Get the Easter egg 

 
 

Solution of sograv 

After scrolling through the presentation file and extracting the downloaded file I found a picture of an easter 

egg that was hidden in the presentation. It kind of looked like something was hidden there and so I tried 
different things with the program StegSolve.jar. 

However, I couldn’t find anything. However, as I once again read the task (“You don't need to be a super h4XOR 
for this!”) I figured that it could be a bitwise XOR encryption. So opened paint.net and added all Challenge 
pictures (“.png”) as new planes into paint.net and selected for each plane the mode XOR . And there it was: 
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Egg 01 – Easy One 

 

Level: easy 

Solutions: 1341 
 

 

Challenge 

As always, the first challenge is very easy. Even babies can solve this one!  

Find the code and enter it in the Egg-O-Matic™ below! One word, all lowercase.    

xt   hex   yhi   dde   nyy   str 
in   gyy   isy   ymo   lly   cod 

dl   exy   sox   xsi   mpl   ey🚼 

 
                 

Solution of Newcomer 

It was "the baby" challenge! All you had to do was to eliminate all the spaces between the letters and try to 

understand what the egg was. This tactic is good in every crypto challenge because the answer is sometimes 
just in front of you :)  

 

Solution of Spyderp1g 

 
 

Solution of Buge 

It has some weird double x’s and y’s in it. When you remove those you get text indicating the code is 

mollycoddle. 

# -*- coding: UTF-8 -*-  

t = """xt hex yhi dde nyy strin gyy isy ymo lly coddl exy sox xsi mpl ey🚼"""  

t = t.replace(' ','').replace('\n','')  

print(t.replace('x','y').replace('🚼','y').replace('yy',' ')))  

 

Gives: ythe hidden string is mollycoddle so simple   
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Egg 02 – Just Cruisin' 

 

Level: easy 

Solutions: 997 
 

 

Challenge 

Need a holiday? Book a cruise on our new flag ship! 

Seek out the promotion code below (lowercase only, no spaces) and get a free welcome package!                 

 

 
 

 

Solution of reijuc 

This is the flag code used by ships to communicate with each other over a distance. However, the code is mixed 
with some flags from different countries, like Jamaica, Nigeria, Scotland and Spain.  

 
 

If you replace the flags with corresponding letters and ignore the national flags you have the password.  

Password: ENJOYAFRESHSEABREEZE 
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Solution of abigaildenham 

The international flag alphabet was used to encode the password. With the help of the picture on the right I 
was able to get the password: 

 

              
 

Password: enjoyafreshseabreeze 

 

 

Solution of wamghost 

To get the promotion code, the flags needed to be substituted by the appropriate letter. The alphabet is the 
common one which is used for navigating on the sea. 

 

 
 

Solution: enjoyafreshseabreeze 
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Egg 03 – Bird's Nest 

 

Level: easy 

Solutions: 607 
 

 

Challenge 

The little bird has hidden an egg in its nest. Can you find it? 

 

 
                 

 

 

Solution of sograv 

After brainstorming for a while I figured that it couldn’t be a that complicated because it was an easy challenge 

and at some point I combined the blue bird and the # and I thought of Twitter! So I twittered #nestegg03, but 
there I found nothing useful. Afterwards I also tried other combinations and at #egg03 I found the link to the 
QR Code. 
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Solution of av 

A bird and #: This must be twitter. I use http://oysttyer.github.io/ as twitter-client. To search for something we 
need just need to type /search keyword: 

 

 
 

Then follow the link and scan the egg. 
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Solution of MaMe82 

Little bird and the hashtag are hints to twitter – but we use the bigger service first: google search: 

 

 
 

8lueL1ttleB1rd looks interesting and somehow 1337ish, following the link on his tweets resolves 

from shortened “https://t.co/Es2ozqc9lx” 

to “http://hackyeaster.hackinglab.com/hackyeaster/images/egg03_jPr5bJuNexwI4NsRkEcs.png” 

and reveals: 
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Egg 04 – Sound Check 

 

Level: easy 

Solutions: 639 
 

 

Challenge 

The new sound system needs a check. Sharpen your ears and listen carefully!    
              

 
 

 

 

Solution of beewasp 

Need to get the frequency of the sound tones, 5 in a row, to get the egg.  

Use Audacity. Record the Sound, then click on the Audio Track and click on the Spectrogram. Zoom in and the 
light pink line is the frequency. 
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Solution of f_root 

 open fmit 

 enable ftransform 

 play the sounld and click on the growing hill 

 enter the frequency into the app 

  

 

 

 

 

Solution of TheVamp 

If you have the app, you should hear a sound, if you press on “Start sound check”. The easiest way, to find the 

frequency is another app, which analyses the frequency for you. I used in this case the app… … *let’s look up 
in the app store* … …  

OK, you don’t need such an app. You only need reversing for this task. In Challenge 03 I explained how you get 
the APK. For analyzing the sources of the apk file you need the awesome Bytecode Viewer an open source APK 
and Java Decompiling Tool!!!  

 

But let us dive into the source code analysis. You find the code for the challenge in some SoundActivity.class:  
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After a little bit of analyzing I found out, that the goal is in SoundActivity$2.class:  

 
 

The important things happened from line 37 to 40. Load the base64 string from the resources.arsc, and do 

some XOR magic. Let’s open the resources.arsc:  

 
 

This is our base64 String. But you need to know, that after Í4Í4 the base64 string starts ;) Now I wrote a little 
python script, which will produce the egg for challenge 04: 

 
 

Now I start the python script with “python SoundActivity.py > egg04.png”. And that was it  
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Egg 05 – Play it again, Paul 

 

Level: easy 

Solutions: 757 
 

 

Challenge 

Do you know Paul? If not, it's about time to get to know him! Check out his video below!  

Ĉu vi scias Paŭlo? Se ne, ĝi estas pri tempo ekkoni lin! Kontroli lian video sube! 

 

 
                 

 

Solution of Dan McFly 

Watch source code of the page: 

 
 

video-eo.vtt 
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Solution of sym 

I checked the Page source and saw a few entries for subtitles, one of them showed Esperanto – very suspicious 
as the description already had an Esperanto sentence.  

 
 

Then I watched the video again with the Esperanto subtitles and there it was at the end, the password: 
youtubelotitis for the egg 05. 

 
 

 

Solution of kumis 

A nice video about Paul, the mother’s darling sweetie hacker. Containing absolutely nothing which can be 
used to find that egg. The crucial hint is in the description: 

Do you know Paul? If not, it's about time to get to know him! Check out his video below!  

Ĉu vi scias Paŭlo? Se ne, ĝi estas pri tempo ekkoni lin! Kontroli lian video sube! 

 

The second line is in Esperanto. Checking the source code reveals that subtitles can be added: 
<video id="video" class="video-js vjs-default-skin" 

  controls preload="metadata" width="480" height="400" 

    poster="paul/poster.png" data-setup=''> 

 <source src="http://media.hacking-lab.com/hackyeaster/he2016/video/video.mp4" 

 type="video/mp4"> 

    <source src="http://media.hacking-lab.com/hackyeaster/he2016/video/video.webm" 

 type="video/webm"> 

    <source src="http://media.hacking-lab.com/hackyeaster/he2016/video/video.ogv" 

 type="video/ogg"> 

  <track label="English" kind="captions" srclang="en" src="paul/video-en.vtt"   default> 

    <track label="Deutsch" kind="captions" srclang="de" src="paul/video-de.vtt"> 

    <track label="Français" kind="captions" srclang="fr" src="paul/video-fr.vtt"> 

    <track label="Esperanto" kind="captions" srclang="eo" src="paul/video-eo.vtt"> 

</video>     

 

Including one in Esperanto. Bingo! Looking up the link "paul/video-eo.vtt" leads to a text file with time-
stamped captions. The final one is  
1 

00:01:00.000 --> 00:01:03.000 

passphrase is "youtubelotitis" 

 

 

view-source:http://media.hacking-lab.com/hackyeaster/he2016/video/video.mp4
view-source:http://media.hacking-lab.com/hackyeaster/he2016/video/video.webm
view-source:http://media.hacking-lab.com/hackyeaster/he2016/video/video.ogv
view-source:http://hackyeaster.hacking-lab.com/hackyeaster/paul/video-en.vtt
view-source:http://hackyeaster.hacking-lab.com/hackyeaster/paul/video-de.vtt
view-source:http://hackyeaster.hacking-lab.com/hackyeaster/paul/video-fr.vtt
view-source:http://hackyeaster.hacking-lab.com/hackyeaster/paul/video-eo.vtt
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Egg 06 – Going Up 

 

Level: easy 

Solutions: 693 
 

 

Challenge 

Time for an elevator ride. Guess the right floor, and find the hidden easter egg!               
 

    

 

 

Solution of Darkice 

The goal of this challenge is to guess the right floor, where the Easter egg has been hidden. As just clicking the 
buttons always shows that the elevator is out for service, a closer look is needed.  

 

The parameter that is used for the selection of the floor is always floor except for the floor 13 where it is sybbe. 
Also the value of the parameter isn’t readable.  
http://hackyeaster.hacking-lab.com/hackyeaster/challenge06.html?floor=sixteen  

http://hackyeaster.hacking-lab.com/hackyeaster/challenge06.html?sybbe=punatrzr  

 

It seems like it was some kind of substitution cipher used here. In combination with the number 13 it was soon 

clear that it is rot13. Deciphered this parameter is floor=changeme. As the change to floor=thirteen also yields 
an elevator is out for service, the enciphering with rot13 helped  
http://hackyeaster.hacking-lab.com/hackyeaster/challenge06.html?sybbe=guvegrra  
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Solution of horst3000 

Check Link of button thirteen: 

→ ?sybbe=punatrzr → rot13 → ?floor=changeme → ?floor=thirteen → rot13 → ?sybbe=guvegrra  

 

 

Solution of Spyderp1g 

Interesting: 

 
 

 
 

Call is encrypted – where do we wanna go? 

 
 
Here: 
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Egg 07 – Wise Rabbit Once More 

 

Level: easy 

Solutions: 494 
 

 

Challenge 

Wise Rabbit says:  

 

The solution is in the solutions! 

Go back and scroll to 123!  

 

 

Solution of SOKala 

Based on the statement "The solution is in the solutions!", we will find the 2014 and 2015 solutions in the Home 
Page (http://hackyeaster.hacking-lab.com/hackyeaster/index.html). Based on the other statement "Go back 
and scroll to 123!", scroll down to page 123 in 2015 solutions and:  

 

 
 

Password: goldfish 
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Solution of Dingo_the_BB 

I remember myself from last year that there was a challenge with the same rabbit image...thamper or so... 

After searching for the writeup from hacky easter 2015 

  

http://media.hacking-lab.com/hackyeaster/HackyEaster2015_Solutions_high.pdf 

  

 I scrolled down to page 123 and found the password: goldfish 

 

 

Solution of HomeSen 

After the Wise Rabbit taunted me the last years, it was pretty straight-forward, this time. Opening last year’s 
official write-up and scrolling down to page 123 gave away the Egg-O-Mat’s password: goldfish 

  

http://media.hacking-lab.com/hackyeaster/HackyEaster2015_Solutions_high.pdf
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Egg 08 – Just Drive 

 

Level: easy 

Solutions: 615 
 

 

Challenge 

Just Drive 

 

 
                 

 

Solution of zollak 

We need to drive with mobile phone. 
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Solution of Liblor 

I spoofed the gps with the App Mock Locations as if I'm driving around (ca. 200 km/h). Then I turned the phone 
to the left and realized that the image changed. 

 

You get the egg with the following combination, provided I recall correctly: 

left, bottom, right, bottom, right, bottom, left 

 

 

Solution of remmer 

At first stance, the phone app did not allow for any user interaction. However, the title of the challenge (“Just 

Drive”) was a hint that you had to use your phone as a car’s steering wheel. Turning left or right would change 
the displayed image. 

 

Therefore, we had to explore a binary tree, where a each node has two childs depending on if you steer left or 
right. The following figure illustrates the binary tree (next page). The solution was: 

LEFT-RIGHT-RIGHT-LEFT-RIGHT-LEFT-LEFT. 
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Egg 09 – Brain Game 

 

Level: easy 

Solutions: 591 
 

 

Challenge 

What about a little brain game? 

 

 
 

1. e4 e5 2. Nf3 Nc6 3. Bb5 Nf6 4. d3 Bc5 5. O-O d6 6. Nbd2 O-O 7. Bxc6 bxc6 8. h3 h6 9. Re1 Re8 10. Nf1 a5 11. 

Ng3 Rb8 12. b3 Bb4 13. Bd2 Ra8 14. c3 Bc5 15. d4 Bb6 16. dxe5 dxe5 17. c4 Nh7 18. Qe2 Nf8 19. Be3 c5 20. Rad1 
Qf6 21. Nh5 Qe7 22. Nh2 Kh7 23. Qf3 f6 24. Ng4 Bxg4 25. Qxg4 Red8 26. Qf5+ Kh8 27. f4 Rxd1 28. Rxd1 exf4 29. 
Bxf4 Qe6 30. Rd3 Re8 31. Nxg7 Kxg7 32. Qh5 Nh7 33. Bxh6+ Kh8 34. Qg6 Qg8 35. Bg7+ Qxg7 36. Qxe8+ Qf8 37. 

Qe6 Qh6 38. e5 Qc1+ 39. Kh2 Qf4+ 40. Rg3 1-0         

 

 

 

Solution of thesiki24 

The left picture represents an unplayed chess board where a 1 means a piece is present in this square and 0 
the opposite. When viewing each row as binary the rows produce the values in the red box e.g. 

0b11111111 = 255 

and 

0b00000000 = 0 

 

The provided text consists of many moves in Algebraic notation. Using the nodejs library nodechess this simple 
nodejs program was created. 
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The output is then interpreted to binary. This site helped me. 
output   decimal 

00000000 0 

10000011 131 

01000011 67 

00100100 36 

10101000 168 

01001100 76 

00100001 33 

00000001 1 

So the result could be 0-131-67‐36‐168‐76‐33‐1 or 1‐33-76-168-36-67-131-0 

Test both and the second should get you the egg! 

 

 

Solution of Backbite 

Move your chess from code in chall 9 , after 40 move you will get table like this picture and convert 

each row to binary. 

no chess piece = 0 

have chess piece = 1 

 

and convert binary to decimal, you will get:  
00000001 = 1 

00100001 = 33  

01001100 = 76 

10101000 = 168 

00100100 = 36 

01000011 = 67 

10000011 = 131 

00000000 = 0 

 

answer = 1-33-76-168-36-67-131-0 
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Solution of rogerbillo 

 brain game like monopoly or chess??? 

 Looks like lots of chess moves 

 Went to an online simulator 

 Upload the moves as an pgn/fen file 

 Looked at the final standing of each figure, which gives an bit-pattern 

 

 
 

 00000001 

 00100001 

 01001100 

 10101000 

 00100100 

 01000011 

 10000011 

 00000000 

 translate this to decimal ‐> 1-33‐76‐168‐36‐67‐131-0  
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Egg 10 – Blueprint 

 

Level: medium 

Solutions: 212 
 

 

Challenge 

Time for some math! Find the number which produces the plot on the bottom! 
Try these two samples: sample 1, sample 2.     
        

 
 

 

 

Your plot: 

 
 

Target plot: 

 
 

 

 

Solution of Puma_ 

HTML5 canvas is quite cool! Discovered it with this challenge. 

After looking at the underlying JavaScript code and playing a bit with the input field, I figure out the input 

must be a binary representation of dots in the destination image, multiplied by 17. Wrote this JavaScript 
code. Simply execute it the browser developer tools console (Chrome in my case): 
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The solution is: 

176579492015814901528872625529774615508215478614638628392406643239116428074897541681641793325671248874580950499

668382723958388333354648532262931698930639856835422348683939828636055448533804591049653503261373974416464862181

695983478562079067833614229059113869197437699759742373674003028861535476027091552243616865735457697656105444429

506238584383051262100293283222118456901855469818763894181110080508013645884497726056403410392923221554648832542

08546726202316901388360683605114288184962864450110296056848249404578342545423849729556480 

 

Solution of noahavery 

This challenge was quite hard, since I didn’t know the technique at first and then once I found it I had to draw 

it, which took quite some time. So first of all I googled for some draw techniques. That process took forever, 
and I found a few similar things, for example how curves are drawn in pixels. But in the end I finally found 
something called Tupper’s self-referential formula. It can be found at : 

https://www.wikiwand.com/en/Tupper's_self-referential_formula. I tried it out: 

 
 

Therefore I searched online for a tool to draw it myself and get the code out of it. I found such a thing at 

http://tuppers-formula.tk/ and now I only had to draw it myself, which took quite some time and 
concentration. 

 
So after a long process of drawing it myself, I was able to come up with the number. So when I entered it into 

the Challenge form, I got an inverted version. So I had to invert it at the website I drew it and got the right 
number. 
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Solution of Stjubit 

This challenge made me so crazy. It took me extremely long to solve the challenge. So, first I played a little bit 

with the plotter. I put in numbers from 1 to 100 and found out a pattern. I still don’t know how the pattern 
really works, but I’ve drawn the final plot into EXCEL with 0, where the pixel is blue and 1, where the pixel is 
white. Then I converted the binary system into the decimal system and divided this huge number with 17, 
because there are 17 rows in the plot. This is the right number to enter. 

PS: I needed to write a program which can handle such a big number for dividing. (In Python it’s easy) 

 

 
 

 

Solution of  the_new_one 

 try to find out how to mark the first, second,... pixel 

 this works with 17,34 and so on 

 so i wrote a script to read out the pixel from the plotted pic and recalculated the number 

 Python: script.py 
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Egg 11 – Twisted Disc 

 

Level: medium 

Solutions: 310 
 

 

Challenge 

You found a secret disc which conceals a secret password. Can you crack it?  

Hint: Each ring of the disc holds one letter. The first letter sits on the outermost ring.  

 

 
 

 
 

 

Solution of sudohash 

Credit for solving this egg goes (in part) to my 4 Year old daughter. 

 

Approach1: This was clearly a spinny wheel cut and stick rotation type problem; so before I did anything else I 

started by printing multiple copies of the image out and cutting them up and making a joint through the 
middle. For several weeks I tried to rotate and make sense out of the rings. I took it everywhere with me, to 
work, the pub (you can just see my pint in the top of the photo), but no joy. 
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Approach2: I decided to take a brute force approach and try and work out every possible 7 character word 
using a letter from each ring, I was initially convinced that the English words on each ring were a clue to the 

answer, so using the following python and matching English words against the nltkcorpus wordset I created 
a wordlist. With the list of wordlist I brute forced the egg and take screenshots using autoit. 

Turns out this method takes up a lot of disk space and doesn't yield a result :-( 

 

Approach3: The code wheel was sitting at my desk and my 4 year old daughter comes into my office and 

picks up the wheel and says to me "daddy, why are there two f's? and look there are two p's on this ring." 
Quite simply; Ignoring the words and crossing off the duplicates leaves you with the 7 character string of 
"hanisho" 

 

Moral of the story.. Over thinking a problem gets you nowhere, if you get stuck; go back and try a different 
path. Sometimes it takes a child to point out the most obvious things. 

 

 

Solution of nfrey 

We have to slide the disks to align some letters. Found some word in some disks, so tried to align theses, but 

there where disks without clear words. Finally found that all disks had double letters, except one. Aligned them 
and got it ! 
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Solution of Liblor 

After seeing words like bean, happy and cool on the disc, I looked for words and tried to find a solution based 

on the words, but this failed. Since the smallest ring might have a misspelled word (people), I also looked for 
misspelled words, still no result. 

Then I looked again at the smallest ring and realized that every letter except the o is used twice. The same 
pattern can be found in the second smallest ring. To verify I wrote this script: 

 
Bingo the password for the Egg-O-Matic is: hanisho 

 

Solution of noahavery 

[…] In the first moment the only suspicious things which caught my eye were the amount of double letters. So 
I wrote them down, and came to the conclusion that’s not how it works (and there was even a row without a 
double pair). Therefore I decided to count how frequently the letters are used, because when you have a look 

at the most inner circle, you can see that only the o is used once and in the next circle you easily see only the 

h is not used twice. So I started with the outmost circle and wrote down the letters which are only used once. 
After all rows I had the code word and hated myself for not thinking so simple at first. 
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Egg 12 – Version Out Of Control 

 

Level: medium 

Solutions: 325 
 

 

Challenge 

Version control is a powerful tool. Thinking she was oh so smart, Fluffy used it to hide an Easter egg. Can you 
pull out the egg from her file? 
 

Hint: If you get stuck, go one step back.  

 

                 

 

 

 

Solution of M. 

Nested git repositories. Use a shell one-liner to unpack: 

 
 

This will work until archive 0045, which is password protected. The password is found in the commit comment 
of 0046: fluffy99 (this challenge actually contains two versions of the egg) 
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Solution of 2bNs 

The zip files contain git repositories and must be unzipped, reset to master and unzipped again... 

I wrote a PowerShell script: 
for ($i = 999; $i -gt 0; $i--) { 

$tmp = "{0:D4}" -f $i 

$tmp2 = "{0:D4}" -f ($i - 1) 

$xcopyfile = "D:\git\" + $tmp + "\" + $tmp2 + ".zip" 

$file = ".\" + $tmp + ".zip" 

.\7z.exe x "$file" -y 

git init $tmp 

cd .\$tmp 

git reset --hard master 

xcopy $xcopyfile "D:\git\" 

cd.. 

} 

The script uses 7zip to unpack and git to initialize and reset the repositories. 

The script stopped a few times because “master” wasn’t the correct branch: 

    
 

I went back to the last successfully unpacked repository and reverted manually to a different commit. 

At 0045.zip a password is needed which can be found in 0044: 

 
Finally the egg got revealed! 

 

 

Solution of eash 

Answer stage1:  

I started unzipping the file 1000.zip and realized that the challenge is based on git repository. After I create a 

script to clone the repository in a recursive way. When I reached the file 0722.zip the script stopped and I got 
the file trunk.jpg  
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To move ahead O follow the Hint “If you get stuck, go one step back.” I have checked the repository 0724 with 

git command an realized that have three repositories, and I need to move to the old one.  
#git log –oneline 

dcf4797 Change committed 

44dc751 Change committed 

93d6302 Commit committed  

#git checkout 44dc751  

Gave me 722.zip with follow content.  

 
 

#git checkout 93d6302 

Previous HEAD position was 44dc751... Change committed 

HEAD is now at 93d6302... Commit committed  

Now I got the right 722.zip and back to my script to unzip recursively.  

 

Answer stage2:  

Running git.py starting with 722.zip file. My script stopped on 396.zip file. On the zip file the content was the 
picture below.  

 
Checking the repository. 

#git log –oneline 

a0c4344 Commit committed 

27dbde6 Commit committed  

#git checkout 27dbde6  

Now I got the correct 396.zip and back to my script to unzip recursively.  

 

Answer stage3:  

Running git.py starting with 396.zip file. My script stopped on 0045.zip file. The 0045.zip file is password 
protected. Checking with git command, I have figured out the password “fluffy99”.  

#git log –oneline 

37f69df Commit committed. Pass is fluffy99  

#unzip 0045.zip  

 

Answer stage4:  

Running git.py starting with new 0045.zip file extracted all file up to 1.zip with egg12.png. 
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Solution of remmer 

The zip file named 1000.zip contains a .git directory, and it if you check-out the previous version, it contains 
another zip file named 999.zip also containing a .git directory, and so on and son on... a thousand times! 

It would be long to manually checkout the previous version a thousand times in order to go back to the very 
first version, so I wrote this batch script: 

 
 
 
 

I would normally do this on bash, but I wanted to learn batch. Lesson learned: it’s ugly as hell and I still despise 
Windows. This batch extracts the zip file, and checks out the previous version of the git project, then saves the 
zip file, extracts it, and so on. It keeps the 4 previous versions before removing them, because as hinted in the 
instructions, it sometimes gets stuck and we have to go one step back. 

 

For instance, it gets stuck at versions 723 and 397 because the structure of the git project is not the same; it 

contains only a JPG and no zip file. The two pictures are shown below. 

 
In such cases, just go back from the previously extracted version, and choose the other branch. Eventually, it 
will fail at version 45, because the zip file is encrypted! Luckily, the password is in the commit message; it is 
fluffy99  

After extracting the content of the secured zip using the password, the batch script can be launched again, and 
it will go all the way down to version 1, which contains the file egg12.png.  
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Egg 13 – Fractal Fumbling 

 

Level: medium 

Solutions: 155 
 

 

Challenge 

Do you need a new wallpaper? What about a fancy fractal? 

Find the password hidden in the wallpaper image, and enter it in the Egg-O-Matic below. 
                 

 
 

 
 

 

Solution of solarwind 

Slice image: 
$ convert -crop 21x21 wallpaper.jpg mini/mini%03d.png 

 

Prepare images for qr-reader: 
$ find . -name "*.png" | xargs --max-procs=6 -I '{}'  convert -resize 100x100 

'{}' '{}' 

$ zbarimg -q $file > 1.txt 

$ cat 1.txt | egrep -v 'Code:xx' 

 

QR-Code: fractalsaresokewl   
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Solution of evandrix 

Extract QR codes individually from given image 

 

 
 

Process using zxing: 

 either "No barcode found" 

 or QR code txt == xx* 

 except #58608 : fractalsaresokewl 
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Solution of Morpheuz 

The wallpaper was 22'864'085 bytes big!!.  

 
 

3 Levels of QR-Code. Sizes of 9261*9261, 441*441 and 21*21. I extracted every one of them, here a screenshot 
of the 52’708 21*21 QR-Codes. 

 
 

When scanned, you see that every code begins with ‘xx’ and 14 random characters. Except for the solution 
code – it didn’t start with ‘xx’.  
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Egg 14 – P.A.L.M. 

 

Level: medium 

Solutions: 372 
 

 

Challenge 

Folks at HOBO Authentication Systems implemented a new authentication system named P.A.L.M. ™  

Prove that you can break it and find a pair of username and passcode to log on.  

 

 

 

 

Solution of pyth0n33 

I looked at the page source and found this: 
eval(atob("ZXZhbChmdW5jdGlvbihwLGEsYyxrLGUsZCl7ZT1mdW5jdGlvbihjKXtyZXR1cm4gYy50b

1N0cmluZygzNil9O2lmKCEnJy5yZXBsYWNlKC9eLyxTdHJpbmcpKXt3aGlsZShjLS0pe2RbYy50b1N0c

mluZy […] b258aHRtbHxlbHNlfHxwcGFzc3xwdXNlcnxfJy5zcGxpdCgnfCcpLDA 

se30pKQ==")); 

 

I thought that this is the script for checking the input. I decoded the base64 string and used 

http://jsbeautifier.org/ to make the source looking better. I saw that the username has to be elsa and that the 
password must be 10 digits long. Also every digit can only be used once in the password. 

 
for (i = 1; i <= 10; i++) { 

var digit = p.charAt(i - 1); 

var part = p.substring(0, i); 

if (used[digit] != 0 || part % i != 0) { 

ok = false 

} 

If (used[digit] == 0) { 

used[digit] = 1 

} 

} 
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This was the password check. I wrote a python script that generates a number that passes this test. 
 

import itertools 

 

def check(number): 

for i in range(1, 11): 

part = number[0:i] 

if int(part) % i != 0: 

return False 

return True 

p = itertools.permutations("0123456789") 

for n in p: 

number = "".join(n) 

if(check(number)): 

print(number) 

break 

 

I entered the number I got and the name elsa and got the nugget. 

 

 

Solution of M. 

JavaScript authenticator. Set Breakpoint in devtools, reverse code 

 

 
 

Username: elsa 

Implement conditions for passcode in Z3: 
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Passcode: 3816547290 

 

Solution of wamghost 

This challenge was very confusing, because the checkEntries() function of the sourcecode was not the one 

execute after onclick(). I determined the correct function by using the Firefox addon “Firebug”. With it, I 
debugged the Javascript actions and reached the following code: 

 
 

This code specifies: 

Username = elsa 

Password: length = 10, contains numbers 0 to 9, every number is used once and mustn’t be used twice. The 

condition tests the password from a length of 1 to 10, if the cutted string is dividable by the length of the actual 
string. 
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Example: Pass = 1234567890 

 1 / 1 = 1 -> ok 

 12 / 2 = 6 -> ok 

 123 / 3 = 41 -> ok 

 1234 / 4 = 308.5 -> false, password not accepted 

The divider of the last division is 10, so the zero needs to be at the latest position. The second, fourth, sixth, 
eight… number need to be even, so all the 5 even numbers are used -> The first, third, fifth, seventh and nineth 
number need to be odd. I couldn’t define more rules analytically, so I brute forced the solution with a simple 
Java-Application. Password = 3816547290 

 

Solution of thesiki24 

To not trip into traps or having to deobfuscate code just ask your browser what he executes: Inspect the form 

Ask console what the function is and click on it. 

 
 

Perfect source code: 

 
=> user: elsa 
 

I'm to lazy to use my brain to get the password... lets bruteforce: 

 
=> pw: 3816547290  
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Egg 15 – Big Bad Wolf 

 

Level: medium 

Solutions: 142 
 

 

Challenge 

Three little pigs have hidden in their house. You're the big, bad wolf, and your stomach is growling. Huff and 
puff and blow the pigs' house in! Get that juicy bacon!  

 

Hints:  

 the pigs have hidden in three different media types (image, sound, text) 

 no password cracking is necessary 
                 

 

 

Solution of jamesdju 

- pig 1: Filbert # snow (whitespace steganography). use windows version. 

- pig 2: Cassadee # exiftool wolf.jpg, in the comments section 

- pig 3: Wynchell # MP3 stego. Decode.exe -X song.mp3, blank password 

 

 

 

Solution of av 

Pig 1 - SNOW: Whitespace steganography 

 
 

Pig 2 - Exif 
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Pig 3 - MP3Stego 

 
 

 

 

Solution of Darkice 

The given disk.img can be mounted under Linux using:  
mount -t ext2 -o loop,rw disk.img /mnt/tmp  

 

After mounting the img file, several text, image and audio files are available. These are: piglet.jpg, pigs.jpg, 
wolf.jpg, story.pdf, story.txt and song.mp3.  

 

Pig 1: Filbert  

This pig is hiding inside a text file. The examination of the story.txt showed an interesting pattern in the first 

lines. After the text several whitespaces, tabs and spaces, where added. The simple usage of these as ones and 
zeros yields no solution. Searching for ciphers using theses whitespaces led to the program SNOW2. Using this 
tool for decryption result in the name of the first pig.  

 
 

Pig 2: Cassadee  

The second pig was easiest to find. It is only needed to open those images with a hex editor. The file wolf.jpg 
contains a large block of 0x00 bytes followed by the name of pig 2. As this block is got the Exif format, the name 
can also be read opening the properties of the file.  
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Pig 3: Wynchell  

The last pig must hide inside the song.mp3 since this is the only audio file. Playing the song and looking at it 
with a hex editor came to no outcome. So again searching for a steganography tool will be the first step. One 

of the first tools was MP3Stego3 which finally managed to decipher the data. The passphrase has to be left 
open, as the challenge text stated no password cracking is necessary.  

 

 

Solution:  

Pig 1: Filbert  

Pig 2: Cassadee  

Pig 3: Wynchell   
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Egg 16 – Egg Coloring 

 

Level: medium 

Solutions: 305 
 

 

Challenge 

Egg coloring is fun! 
 
Can you get the yellow egg?     
             

 
 

 

 

Solution of jcel 

Inspecting the traffic using the ZAP Proxy when using the app revealed that the app sends the following 
request, e.g. when choosing green: 

 
GET http://hackyeaster.hacking-

lab.com/hackyeaster/egg?code=00ff00&key=eggsited&hmac=b23f6645441[…]b42f304c8 

HTTP/1.1 

Authorization: Basic aGUyMDE2OmN5YmVyZGVmZW5zZWVhdHBpenphYXRzYW5tYXJjbw== 

 

Re-submitting the request using ffff00 as code value and computing the corresponding HMAC (which is 

HMAC_SHA1), using http://www.freeformatter.com/hmac-generator.html: 

 
GET http://hackyeaster.hacking-

lab.com/hackyeaster/egg?code=ffff00&key=eggsited&hmac=1da02c6808086[…]e365a5f9 

HTTP/1.1 

Authorization: Basic aGUyMDE2OmN5YmVyZGVmZW5zZWVhdHBpenphYXRzYW5tYXJjbw== 

 

Results in a Base64-encoded response, which, when decoded is a PNG image of the desired egg.  
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Solution of MaMe82 

Luckily we have a setup around, which was used during wireless security courses. 

Inspecting the app traffic with mitmproxy we are able to see that color requests look like this: 
red 

http://hackyeaster.hacking-lab.com/hackyeaster/egg? 

code=ff0000&key=eggsited&hmac=f4e075524ba4470867e1891c1a8d1fc21df1f56a 

green 

http://hackyeaster.hacking-lab.com/hackyeaster/egg? 

code=00ff00&key=eggsited&hmac=b23f66454417de5be448da84a846989b42f304c8 

[…] 

black 

http://hackyeaster.hacking-lab.com/hackyeaster/egg? 

code=000000&key=eggsited&hmac=7b06466eb80d88533a2d1c7b9de62d98c4e20d1d 

 

After some fiddling we find out that the hmac is build by the key “eggsite” and the hex encoded 24-bit RGB 

color (both part of the get request, params “code” and “key”). It turns out that the used hash algorithm is SHA1 

(160 bit hash value). The color code for yellow should be 0xFFFF00, the resulting HMAC should be 

1da02c68080863fa302c20c3312371f4e365a5f9 

 

Making our life easy, we use http ://www.freeformatter.com/hmac-generator.html to build this hmac (with key 

“eggsited”, of course). Thus our new get request should look like: 

http://hackyeaster.hacking-lab.com/hackyeaster/egg? 

code=ffff00&key=eggsited&hmac=1da02c68080863fa302c20c3312371f4e365a5f9 

 

Instead of firing the request with the browser, we use mitmproxy to intercept the app traffic and manipulate 

the GET request accordingly by hand (using the search term “egg” as interception trigger). Unfortunately the 

result of our crafted request doesn't get rendered by the app, thus we dump the response body to 
"/tmp/yellow_response.base64" and run: 
$ cat /tmp/yellow_response.base64 | base64 -d > yellow.png 

 

which reveals: 
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Solution of HaRdLoCk 

This was my first challenge, which i solved @10:01 – instantly when the event started. this was possible, 
because i decompiled the android application before hacky Easter actually started.  

 
 

From this code it was clear what we had to send to the server. we even had some examples in the binary to 
work with:  

 
 

So, the app wants us to send yellow, but there is no yellow option available. This could have been done with 

a proxy for example, but i decided to go the easy way. To create a HMAC we need the secret key, which is also 
visible in the source code:  

 
 

Now, we can find out easy, that yellow should be 0xffff00 and knowing the secret key, we can use an online 
HMAC generator to get our values:  
http://www.freeformatter.com/hmac-generator.html  

 

 

 

We know now, how to build our url to get the egg:  
http://hackyeaster.hacking-

lab.com/hackyeaster/egg?code=ffff00&key=eggsited&hmac=1da02c68080863fa302c20c331

2371f4e365a5f9  

 

The result was in base64, which can be converted online or in cryptool to get the final PNG file (visible in the 
file header)  
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Egg 17 – Bunny Hop 

 

Level: medium 

Solutions: 213 
 

 

Challenge 

Wannabe programming guru Hazel B. Easterwood created a new programming language called "Bunny 
Hop". You suspect Hazel to have cheated, because the language looks very familiar to you. 
 

Download the following code and complete it! It will yield the QR code for egg 17.                  

 

 
 

 

Solution of _DK_ 

 
That program reminds me my school days with magic turtle, which can paint. Wait, it’s LOGO! Let’s download 
MSWLOGO. 

To make program correct, we need to define procedure egg: 
to egg 

  pendown 

  circle 5 

  fill 

  penup 

end 

 

…replace hop to forward, backhop to back, and insert penup before main program. Running… 

 

 Amazing! 
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Solution of reijuc 

The script that was given was programmed in a Logo12-derived language. I searched for a Logo interpreter 
(http://www.calormen.com/jslogo/#) and executed my modified script: 

 
clearscreen 

window 

pu 

to square :length 

pd 

 right 270 

 fd :length/2 

 right 90 

 fd :length/2 

 right 90 

 fd :length 

 right 90 

 fd :length 

 right 90 

 fd :length 

 right 90 

 fd :length/2 

 pu 

 right 90 

 fd :length/2 

 right 270 

end 

to lineofeggs :cnt 

 pd 

 repeat :cnt [square 10 forward 10 ] 

 back 10 

 pu 

end 

lineofeggs 7 

forward 20 

lineofeggs 6 

[...] 

 

I got this after I executed it: It is almost finished. To get the code I coloured 

the boxes and had the code: 
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Solution of markie 

This code looks like Logo, an old language on the BBC micro used to control robots (or a turtle). 

Python has a logo library. The code needs modifying before it can be read in by python: 

• lineofeggs 7  = 7 black dots 

• hop 40   = 4 spaces 

• right 90   = turn 90 degrees 

NB:  drops and hops are not in the same unit, so any hops need to be divided by 10. 

 

The code was converted to cvs to be read in by python. The line of code at the top, basically prints the dots 
and steps back on spot. 
to lineofeggs :cnt 

  repeat cnt [egg hop 10 ] 

  backhop 10 

end 

 

So python code was written to draw the qrcode: 

 
 

 

Above shows the qrcode when lines are different colours, eg 7 = blue, 6 = red, purple = 3 etc) 
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The problem with the script is in the code function (line of eggs - at the very top of the code), the pen goes 

back 1 hop, but does not overwrite the “backspace” with a clear dot, hence each line is egg drops is 1 pixel too 
long. 

When this is amended, you get the qrcode: 

 
 

 

Solution of Morpheuz 

Made many google queries to find out, which language Hazel B. Easterwood could have copied. I finally found 
it with the following query: "repeat command" + "brackets"  

Which lead me to:  

Basic Control with LOGO  https://books.google.com/books?isbn=1903112524  

To solve the challenge I used the following online interpreter:  

http://logo.twentygototen.org  

 

The things you had to do with the bunny-code in order to solve the challenge:  

- Implement the egg method  

- Translate all the commands to ordinary LOGO-commands  

As such: 

 
 

Which, in the end, gives you the solution: 
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Egg 18 – Bug Hunter 

 

Level: medium 

Solutions: 318 
 

 

Challenge 

Lacking of time, you were not able not complete your DeggCryptor program. In an act of desperation, you 
instructed Sammy, the junior programmer, to implement the missing key generation function. 
 

As always, Sammy miserably failed. Can you fix his code? It's the KeyGen class. Pay attention to the 

comments!         
 

          

 

 

Solution of TheVamp 

This time, we have a little C# project: 

 
 

Let’s fix the Source Code of the Keygen Class: 

 
Sammy! It said multiple of 1111! 

 

 
Damn, Sammy 1000 iterations, not 999! 
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Sammy, I think you missed something here! 

 

 
Sammy, I think you hate math, do you? 

 
 

 
Yeah Sammy, boost to the hell of math. 

 
 

 
Sammy, you don’t have a clue from programming, do you? 

 

 
Sammy, how much coffee did you had today? 

 
 

That should be all mistakes. Sammy! F-grade! 
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Solution of HomeSen 

Investigating the provided code in Visual Studio quickly shows that Sammy really had no clue about what he 

was doing. Fixing all 8 faulty blocks in KeyGen.cs finally made the decryption/key generation work and 
revealed the desired egg. 
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Solution of ngroegli 

The introduction text says everything. You have to download the code and fix the class KeyGen, which is written 
in C#. Here are the needed fixes: 
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Egg 19 – Assemble This! 

 

Level: hard 

Solutions: 83 
 

 

Challenge 

In this challenge you must crack a server-side program. Lucky for you, you got the assembly file of the 
program. First, reverse-engineer the program and find a valid code! Then, submit the code to the server. 
 

The server is located at: 
hackyeaster.hacking-lab.com:1234 

 
Important: Do not launch brute-force attacks on the server - you'll not be lucky with it!      
             

 
 

 

Solution of SOKala 

From the given code, I compiled it to a binary file as following:  
gcc -c asm.S -o asm.o  

gcc asm.o –o asm.bin  

 

To simplify the reverse process, I decompiled the asm.bin file using IDA and got the C style pseudo code. By 
analyzing and optimizing the code, I found the following:  

 The input must be at least 16 chars  

 The algorithm depends on the position of each char to meet the required criteria.  

 

From the reversed code, I got 4 variables v6,v7,v8,v9 must be 176, 79, 67, 133 respectively. Each variable 
changes based on the counter (character position) as the following:  
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Based on the above table, I had to check all probabilities of v6 first then v7 then v8 and finally v9. This sequence 

is to minimize the total number of iteration. Finally the required string is: 

 
 

To optimize the speed, I built a DLL to check the required values: 

 
__declspec(dllexport) int v6Check(char *v4)  

{  

int v6;  

int i;  

v6 = 0;  

for (i = 0; i < 4; i++)  

{  

v6 += v4[i];  

v6 = (unsigned char)(((unsigned int)(v6 >> 31) >> 24) + v6) - ((unsigned 

int)(v6 >> 31) >> 24);  

}  

return v6;  

}  

[…] 

 

I compiled (cl /LD test.c) it to generate Egg19lib.dll.  

Finally I used a code to iterate all values to get the required code: 

 
 

The results are: 
Password is: aaaaaaaaoatzazzj 

Password is: aaaabaaanatzazzj 

[...] 

Password is: aaaaZaaavatzazzj 

 

Try to use ‘aaaaZaaavatzazzj’. Bingo!! The password is ida.lo\/es.you  
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Solution of 1mpr0V3r_2 

This was one of the hardest challenge. In order to compile the file rename it to assembly.S and compile it with 
gcc assembly.S -o assembly 

 

If you analyze the assembly with strings you find following pieces: 

• fopen 

• secret.txt 

• nope 
 

Now create a textfile with the name secret.txt and write something into it. If you open the file with edb and 
type a password with 16 characters you can observere some patterns at the register. For example: with a 
password of 16 0 (zero==30) you observere the following pattern for the 16 rounds: 

 
0 30 30 60 60 90 90 c0 c0 f0 f0 20 20 50 50 80 

 

As you can clearly see it adds every second character from your input and calulates the sum modulus 256. 

Repeat this for the other register and form a z3py-model out of it. Thank you HomeSen for helping me at this 
point. 

 

My script produces “adpcgxaxfbscdcld” as password. The output of the assembly is: 

“this is the secret text AVAUATUH” ← this is what I wrote in secret.txt 

 

now you have to connect to the service with nc hackyeaster.hacking-lab.com 1234 

adpcgxaxfbscdcld 

ida.lo\/es.you ← this is the password 

 

 

Solution of inik 

Compiled this program and started debugging it with gdb. I had a hard time learning gdb and then I started to 
figure out what happens. 

• The length of the input must be 16 

• The ascii value of the input is accumulated and stored in certain register, the rules are: 

• r9: all chars 

• edx: odd chars 

• ecx: chars at position 0, 3,6,9,12,15 

• esi: chars at 2,6,10,14 

Then I wrote a java program, where all those registers are calculated: 
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Now, the problem was to find the right string in a try-and-error fashion. Starting with esi I set values at certain 

position and looked that I don't change chars which are used for other registers anymore. Good positions are 
marked, assuming order esi, ecx, edx, r9: 

 
 

After a few rounds trying I found the following value: R8Bzl6z8zUzDZ0zZ 

Using this with telnet I got the solution: 

 
 

Yes of course, ida is a great program. Unfortunately it's not free for 64bit programs, so I had it the hard way: 
understanding assembler directly and with the help of debugging it with gdb. 
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Egg 20 – Humpty's Dump 

 

Level: hard 

Solutions: 97 
 

 

Challenge 

You got hold of a dump of Humpty Dumpty's secret egg database. 

Search and extract the egg hidden in the dump! 

 

Hints: 

 The 'puzz' is not more than 8 chars, letters only. 

 The decryption of the file can be done using AES_DECRYPT(). 
                 

 
 

 

Solution of _DK_ 

Procedure GetPuzzMishMash tells us, that we cat use profile 4900 of Hashcat: 

 
 
Using hint, I tried to use next mask.txt file (passes with length less than 8 was brutforced in minutes): 

.?l?l?l?l?l?l?l?l. 

.?u?u?u?u?u?u?u?u. 

.?1?1?1?1?1?1?1. 

.?1?1?1?1?1?1?1?1. 

 
And hashes.txt: 

943f9ecbbd91306a561d0e3c15e18ee700007083:abcd 

915d253cb5ba6f0a220bca83e2d6d3258af15e68:nmlk 

1742ae4507fc480958e2437104e677e70aa5e857:jklm 

0cf32f8f418659f23f8968d4f63ea5c98b39f833:zyxw 

de2278f5bcafcbb097ecc1fb54e5ab8a9e912c55:efgh 
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Hmm, not very fast (on my i7 4710HQ). So I rented cheap 4-core VPS (about $0,75/day) and started bruteforce 
there. At the evening I remembered, that GPU can be very useful in this work. So I tried to use CUDAHashCat 
with my Nvidia 980M: 

 
 
Wow, 15 minutes! Looks nice! So I got: (rented VPS gave the same result but after about 20 hours of work) 

 
 

Okay, lets try this pass! Preparing MySQL: 
create database db; 

mysql -u root -p db < humpty_fyle.sql  

mysql -u root -p db < humpty_kee.sql  

mysql -u root -p db < humpty_uzr.sql  

mysql -u root -p db < humpty_routines.sql 

 

 

Step 1 
mysql> set @a='1'; call 

DeekryptKee('snakeoil','1ABF4B7CD25C61FDF0E74EC2BFB43BD1C2D8ECD803AFA3AA376F

4C0000052813',@a); select @a; 

+----------------------+ 

| @a                   | 

+----------------------+ 

| jpP8HeoEC5OCCBqdf9N3 | 

+----------------------+ 

1 row in set (0.00 sec) 

 

Step 2 
mysql> select AES_DECRYPT(blahb,'jpP8HeoEC5OCCBqdf9N3') from fyle where 

keeid = 2332 into dumpfile 'egg.png'; 
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Solution of Buge 

I downloaded the dump and extracted it and found 4 mysql dump files for a databased named humpty. Part 

of it included hashed passwords which when looking at some procedures in the database, were hashed like 
sha1(salt.password.salt). The hint said at max 8 letters, and I guessed probably lower case. There were 5 
password/hash combinations. I used oclHashcat to try to crack them.  

I created file hash.txt to contain:  
de2278f5bcafcbb097ecc1fb54e5ab8a9e912c55:efgh  

943f9ecbbd91306a561d0e3c15e18ee700007083:abcd  

0cf32f8f418659f23f8968d4f63ea5c98b39f833:zyxw  

1742ae4507fc480958e2437104e677e70aa5e857:jklm  

915d253cb5ba6f0a220bca83e2d6d3258af15e68:nmlk  

 

I created file mask.hcmask to contain:  
..  

?l?u,.?1.  

?l?u,.?1?1.  

?l?u,.?1?1?1.  

?l?u,.?1?1?1?1.  

?l?u,.?1?1?1?1?1.  

?l?u,.?1?1?1?1?1?1.  

.?l?l?l?l?l?l?l.  

.?l?l?l?l?l?l?l?l.  

 

Then ran  
cudaHashcat64.exe -m 4900 -a 3 hash.txt mask.hcmask  

It cracked one hash and put it in the file cudaHashcat.pot. User chuck with id 3443 and hash 

0cf32f8f418659f23f8968d4f63ea5c98b39f833 had password snakeoil. I restored the database from the files.  
mysql -u root -p  

create database humpty;  

exit  

mysql -u root -p humpty < dump/humpty_uzr.sql  

mysql -u root -p humpty < dump/humpty_fyle.sql  

mysql -u root -p humpty < dump/humpty_routines.sql  

mysql -u root -p humpty < dump/humpty_kee.sql  

 

There was one key that came from userid 3443, it was keyid 2332. I decrypted it using the found password and 

the procedure from the database.  
mysql -u root -p  

use humpty;  

call DeekryptKee("snakeoil", 

'1ABF4B7CD25C61FDF0E74EC2BFB43BD1C2D8ECD803AFA3AA376F4C0000052813', 

@outval);  

select @outval;  

 

That said the key was jpP8HeoEC5OCCBqdf9N3. There was one file that used keyid 2332, so I decrypted it.  
select AES_DECRYPT(blahb, 'jpP8HeoEC5OCCBqdf9N3') from fyle where keeid = 

2332 into dumpfile '/tmp/egg.png';  

 

Then I opened up the file egg.png and it was the egg.  
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Solution of foobar123 

I loaded the mysql dumps into MySql in order to learn the calls and procedures. 

I loaded up oclhashcat to crack puzz: 
hashcat -a 3 -m 4900 hashes.txt -o crack-pass.txt -1 ?l mask.txt 

0cf32f8f418659f23f8968d4f63ea5c98b39f833:zyxw:.snakeoil 

 

My mask file contained: 
.?l. 

.?l?l. 

.?l?l?l. 

.?l?l?l?l. 

.?l?l?l?l?l. 

.?l?l?l?l?l?l?l. 

 
After cracking puzz, I used it to Decrypt the key: 
mysql> CALL DeekryptKee('snakeoil', 

'1ABF4B7CD25C61FDF0E74EC2BFB43BD1C2D8ECD803AFA3AA376F4C0000052813', @bar); 

 

This provided me with the decrypted kee, which was “jpP8HeoEC5OCCBqdf9N3” I used the decrypted key to 
AES_Decrypt the fyle. 

SELECT AES_Decrypt(blahb, 'jpP8HeoEC5OCCBqdf9N3') FROM fyle WHERE keeid = 

2332 INTO DUMPFILE '/tmp/test.png'; 

 

The DUMPFILE contained this image: 
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Egg 21 – Crypto Council 

 

Level: hard 

Solutions: 482 
 

 

Challenge 

Clever crypto brains had a little get-together. Find out who they are and break the riddles they created! Each 

plain text contains a password - once you've got them all, enter them in the Egg-O-Matic below. Lowercase 
only. 

 

DV D UXOH PHQ ZRUUB PRUH DERXW ZKDW WKHB FDQW VHH WKDQ DERXW ZKDW 
WKHB FDQ SDVVZRUG LV FDUWKDJR 

 

 

 

 

 

4423154215 2443 3334 52244433154343 4334 1442151114214531 3334 

11131345431542 4334 4415424224123115 1143 442315 13343343132415331315 

44231144 145215313143 2433 442315 2315114244 3421 1551154254 321133 
3515313435343333154315 2443 442315 3511434352344214 

 

 

 

 

EHIIKT YFC FTEU QK PLTPWBY MQYTNVZW LAJ JGGN ZVLD A EWTAE WIEXLP QF IHV 

DAALROW DF JIACT GWMGCRQF WIJ NSIHVZ BTAE IJGAEOWS FFZ ZXM KW ZPVV I 

UAAJAARAC MVJCRBADN ZV HPRZA TAAZAW SE MQYTNVZW HTLLATD XZWTK RVV 
WESZWL UELWG AUZAPNLA LJREMTJS RVV YERV VDRRB SI TYM SVE FN SVE 

JMNTNKMWC HV MFIEIMV IHV LAELFUSIIT AWGVZKW PNU ZWBAZVWS TYMJT FFZ 
LWIIBQ NERZK UIMM QTAIA ACTF PAH CRZWTR YM SRCFUHPNZMV IHV NJTNTP 
WCVFG DDUZA SSHVUSG DV OJXGEIF IO KPW SIVB GU WFZEH AJ I BJNZWJ 

HETZWIAIG ZT EEBWGEU BZT SVZNXCV WX IHV LMZE FN FTVVZK PS YQK HETZWIAIG 
S EOJQLXOE PW WECL MCTZT LWE UMSIHJ WX IHV LMZE RVV WIJ AGC HV IDHO 
JMJKEU IK P SVKJTTRZQ IO YMFGY ZQA 

 

 

WEN XQWVIBQZ KGQEAL TWB WEH GKQCW QLTBAKBTU LKIQTME 

DWCOAKWZAKNB BKMETP WEW NOTHPA HWB GBXHCEWG IA OTTQPWD 
SEATWCWNBA NZW HTO BHQWG HIWAL MCMG LQWVIBQL TOF QLFVCHWG WEW 
XNW FM WET NGQEAL QWBDSCMF KO CPWCKWMAX 
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Solution of HaRdLoCk 

This challenge was too easy for being a hard one. The images on the left were hints to the inventors of the 
ciphers and therefore very easy to locate (with google image search).  

We have here:  

 Caesar  

 Polybios  

 Blaise de Vigenère  

 William Playfair  

 

Now we also know the ciphers we have to use. These are all solvable with cryptocrack or online tools: 
https://sites.google.com/site/cryptocrackprogram/  

 

Caesar: 
AS A RULE MEN WORRY MORE ABOUT WHAT THEY CANT SEE THAN ABOUT WHAT THEY CAN 

PASSWORD IS CARTHAGO  

 

Polybios: 
there is no witness so dreadful no accuser so terrible as the conscience that 

dwells in the heart of every man peloponnese is the password  

 

Vigenere (Key: PARIS): 

PHRASE YOU NEED IS ALCHEMY VIGENERE WAS BORN INTO A NOBLE FAMILY IN THE VILLAGE 

OF SAINT POURCAIN HIS FATHER JEAN ARRANGED FOR HIM TO HAVE A CLASSICAL EDUCATION 

IN PARIS BLAISE DE VIGENERE STUDIED GREEK AND HEBREW UNDER ADRIANUS TURNEBUS AND 

JEAN DORAT AT THE AGE OF AGE SEVENTEEN HE ENTERED THE DIPLOMATIC SERVICE AND 

REMAINED THERE FOR THIRTY YEARS FIVE YEARS INTO HIS CAREER HE ACCOMPANIED THE 

FRENCH ENVOY LOUIS ADHEMAR DE GRIGNAN TO THE DIET OF WORMS AS A JUNIOR SECRETARY 

HE ENTERED THE SERVICE OF THE DUKE OF NEVERS AS HIS SECRETARY A POSITION HE HELD 

UNTIL THE DEATHS OF THE DUKE AND HIS SON HE ALSO SERVED AS A SECRETARY TO HENRY 

III  

 

Playfair: 

the playfair cipher was the first practical digraph substitution cipher 

the scheme was invented by charles wheatstone but was named after lord 

playfair who promoted the use of the cipher password is bletchley 

 

 

 

Solution of 1432 

This challenge consists of the pictures of four persons and four texts next to them. Every text is encrypted and 
contains one a password. The four persons are hints for the particular encryption-method used for the text.  

The first person is Gaius Julius Caesar, so a type of ROT was used. In this case it was ROT-23. The decrypted 

text is: AS A RULE MEN WORRY MORE ABOUT WHAT THEY CANT SEE THAN ABOUT WHAT THEY 
CAN PASSWORD IS CARTHAGO  

 

The second person is Polybius, so the Polybius-cipher was used. This encryption-method uses the Polybius-

square, a 5x5 grid with all letters of the alphabet except j. So every letter gets a row and a column number. 
Then the letter gets replaced with these numbers (A=11, F=21, X=53, …).   
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The decoded text is: there is no witness so dreadful no accuser so terrible as 
the conscience that dwells in the heart of every man peloponnese is the 

password  

 

The third person is Blaise de Vigenère, so the Vigenère-Cipher was used. This cipher uses the Vigenère-square 
and a keyphrase. 

  
 

The letter in the intersection of the letter of the plain text and the letter of the keyphrase is the letter of the 
encrypted text. To decode it I used www.mygeocachingprofile.com/codebreaker.vigenerecipher.aspx.  

The keyphrase was "parisparis". The decrypted text:  
phrase you need is alchemy vigenere was born into a noble family in the village 

[…]  

 

The fourth person is Lord Lyon Playfair, so the Playfair-cipher was used. This cipher uses a 5x5 grid with all 
letters except j. Every pair of letters gets replaced by another pair of letters. The same pair of letters always gets 
replaced by the same pair of letters, if the order is reversed, the encrypted pair is also just in reversed order.  

AB always gets replaced by XY, and BA always gets replaced by YX. To decrypt the text I used a decoder written 
in C (practicalcryptography.com/cryptanalysis/stochastic-searching/cryptanalysis-playfair/). 

 

The four Codes for the Egg-O-Matic PRO™ are: 

1. carthago  

2. peleponnese  

3. alchemy  

4. bletchley  
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Solution of ngroegli 

Here we have got four different crypto algorithms. I used the google picture search function, to find out which 
one is one. 

 First is Caesar 

 Second is Polybios 

 Third is Vigenere 

 Fourth is Playfair 

  

After you know which algorithm is used, go to http://www.cryptool-online.org/ and decrypt each of them. 

 

Caesar 

For the Caesar decryption, I brute forced on crypt-tool the rotations, until I got a sentence that made 

sense. That happened on rotation 3. So the given sentence is  
AS A RULE MEN WORRY MORE ABOUT WHAT THEY CANT SEE THAN ABOUT WHAT THEY CAN 

PASSWORD IS CARTHAGO. 

 

So you can see, that the password is carthago 

 

Polybios 

Polybios can be calculated directly by crypt-tool, because the matrix was a default one. So you could just enter 
the cipher and get your plaintext. 
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So the given sentence is:  

THERE IS NO WITNESS SO DREADFUL NO ACCUSER SO TERRIBLE AS THE 

CONSCIENCE THAT DWELL SINTHE HEART OF EVERY MAN PELOPONNESE IS THE PASSWORD 

So the needed password is peloponnese. 

 

Vigenere 

For Vigenere I used http://www.mygeocachingprofile.com/codebreaker.vigenerecipher.aspx . The 

reason is, that cryptool-online needs a key to decrypt it. Mygecachingprofile can calculate with the 

given repetitions a probability for keys. So I could enter the cipher and told the side to calculate the 

key. Then I had to check, which key gives a sentence, that makes the most sense. That was the key 

parisparis. 

 
So the given sentence is 
phrase you need is alchemy vigenere was born into a noble family in the 

village of saint pourcain his father jean arranged for him to have a classical 

education in paris blaise 

de vigenere studied greek and hebrew […] 

So the needed password is alchemy. 

 
Playfair 

For Playfair I used the site http://bionsgadgets.appspot.com/ww_forms/playfair_ph_web_worker3.html . The 

reason is, that cryptool-online needs a key to decrypt it. bionsgadgets.appspot can calculate with the shotgun 
hill climbing technic. So I could enter the cipher and told the side to calculate the key with the plaintext. 

The key was RLMPQZUVXYTWHEACSONBKDFGI. 

 

So the sentence is:  
the playfair cipher was the first practical digraph substitution cipher the 

scheme was invented by charles wheatstone but was named after lord playfair who 

promoted the use of the cipher password is bletchley. 

So the needed password is bletchley. 
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Egg 22 – Dumpster Diving 

 

Level: hard 

Solutions: 99 
 

 

Challenge 

You've sniffed some password hashes of a web site:  

 hash 1:  fad202a6e094dd8f1d63da8bdf85b3ba099971d3 

 hash 2:  f71e1b0b9b3a57d864c2e9f7bd6dd90f66b5a7d6 

 hash 3:  84c6bcb681b79b690b53f9f3a8ba24e1e970d348 

 hash 4:  0d6bb0df8918168798ce6b770014aeb81ac6ce76  

  

However, none of your tools succeeded in cracking the hashes. As a last resort, you inspected the dumpster of 

the software development company which created the web site. And indeed you found something: a paper 
with a part of the hash calculation code.  

 

 
 

Can you crack the hashes now?  
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Solution of DanMcFly 

The source code in the picture, is a improper adaption of the Hash where the initializing buffers h0-h4 are 
wrong coded. The must be:  

h0 = 0x67452301  

h1 = 0xEFCDAB89  

h2 = 0x98BADCFE  

h3 = 0x10325476  

h4 = 0xC3D2E1F0  

Instead of:  
h0 = 0x10325476  

h1 = 0x98BADCFE  

h2 = 0xEFCDAB89  

h3 = 0x67452301  

h4 = 0x0F1E2D3C  

 

With this knowledge, let's take an existing python sha1 implementation, and change the initialization. 

 
 

Next step, is to iterate through all wordlists i have, and wait will the next morning:  

 
 

Results:  
hash 1:  fad202a6e094dd8f1d63da8bdf85b3ba099971d3  zombie  

hash 2:  f71e1b0b9b3a57d864c2e9f7bd6dd90f66b5a7d6  Denver1  

hash 3:  84c6bcb681b79b690b53f9f3a8ba24e1e970d348  Placebo  

hash 4:  0d6bb0df8918168798ce6b770014aeb81ac6ce76  SHADOWLAND 
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Solution of sym 

At the top of the code you notice some constants. A quick Google points directly to the SHA1 algorithm. After 

searching for a similar Python implementation, and then modifying it to match the given code, you can run a 
dictionary attack on the four provided hashes. I used the rockyou and darkc0de.lst dictionary files.  

• password 1: zombie  

• password 2: Denver1  

• password 3: Placebo  

• password 4: SHADOWLAND 
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Solution of evandrix 

Standard SHA1 implementation, init with different const, i.e. 
h0 = 0x67452301 0x10325476 

h1 = 0xEFCDAB89 0x98BADCFE 

h2 = 0x98BADCFE 0xEFCDAB89 

h3 = 0x10325476 0x67452301 

h4 = 0xC3D2E1F0 0x0F1E2D3C 

@ //codereview.stackexchange.com/questions/37648/python-implementation-of-sha1 

 

 
 

brute force using this: 
fad202a6e094dd8f1d63da8bdf85b3ba099971d3: zombie 

f71e1b0b9b3a57d864c2e9f7bd6dd90f66b5a7d6: Denver1 

84c6bcb681b79b690b53f9f3a8ba24e1e970d348: Placebo 

0d6bb0df8918168798ce6b770014aeb81ac6ce76: SHADOWLAND  
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Egg 23 – Heizohack 

 

Level: hard 

Solutions: 94 
 

 

Challenge 

Can you crack the Heizohack? 
The password for the Egg-O-Matic is hidden in the image.                 
 

 
 

 

Solution of kumaus 

What an excellent photo!! Analysing heizohack.bmp in a tool such as stegsolve shows very suspicious 

structures in the least significant bits of the red, green and blue planes. Extracting these bits in the order r,g,b, 
starting at the top left and working in rows, produces a binary file starting with the letters “PNG”. Another 
image!  
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Again, looking at the color planes using stegsolve shows interesting behavior: bit 0 of alpha, blue and green 

look random, and bit 0 of red has a few sparse ‘1’s in the top rows, and otherwise zero. Another observation is 
that   

r XOR g XOR b XOR a = 0 

Except at a few locations near the top of the picture, where r, g, b, a stand for bit 0 of the four color planes. After 
extracting the positions where r=1 and where MAC=1 with a script, a final observation was that {r=1} is a subset 

of {MAC=1}. It was very difficult to interpret the instructions on the picture in a sensible way. After substantial 
loss of hair and many dead alleys, it turned out that the encoding is  
MAC == true identifies all positions to be taken into account. In those 

positions, the red channel is taken as bit value. 

 

Using the script below: 

 
from PIL import Image 

 

img = Image.open("heizohack.png") 

pix = img.load() 

 

channel = [list(p%2 for p in pix[x,y]) for y in range(img.height) for x in 

range(img.width)] 

 

red = ''.join(str(c[0]) for c in channel) 

mac = ''.join(str(c[0] ^ c[1] ^ c[2] ^ c[3]) for c in channel) 

 

# binary representation 

bin = ''.join([red[i] for i in range(len(red)) if mac[i] == '1']) 

# convert to ascii 

asc = ''.join([chr(int(bin[n:n+8], base=2)) for n in range(0, len(bin), 8)]) 

print(asc) 

 

 

To concatenate the values of red[i] for all (MAC[i] == true) results in  
01101100011011110111001101110100011010010110111001110100011010000110010101110111

011011110110111101101111011011110110010001110011 

 

Which corresponds to the ASCII characters lostinthewoooods 
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Solution of Dingo_the_BB 

Stego with Encryption? With stegsolve I found a png in the first image:  

 
  

Now the idea is to find all the bytes rgba (4 bytes?) in which the condition == 1 is satisfied.  

After this either r or g or one of the others is probably together the password (read LSB again) 

  

Ok after writing a Tool which gave me all the LSBs from RGB and A I XORd em and got this output:  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RGBA_color_space 

 

 
  

After realizing that we are just looking for the r LSB I rewrote my code and got this: 

  
 int alpha = (pixel >> 24) & 1; 

 int red = (pixel >> 16) & 1; 

 int green = (pixel >> 8) & 1; 

 int blue = (pixel) & 1; 

 if((red ^ green ^ blue ^ alpha) == 1) { 

 System.out.print(red); 

 binarySolution.append(Integer.toBinaryString(red)); 

  

 
  
01101100011011110111001101110100011010010110111001110100011010000110010101110111

011011110110111101101111011011110110010001110011 

  
with a binary converter this gave:  
lostinthewoooods 

 
 

  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RGBA_color_space
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Solution of inik 

The color distribution of this image is very strange: 

 
 

This means, that in the lowest significant bit (lsb) there is some information. Actually: extracting the lsb of the 

image I get: 

 
 

So let's concentrate on that upper half of the image (the upper 317 pixels). In the upper part of the image there 
is something. Extracted the lsb using the following order: 

• p1.red, p1.green, p1.blue … pn.red, pn.green, pn.blue and 

• p1.red … pn.red, p1.green … pn.green, p1.blue … pn.blue 

And: Probably it's not only the lsb, but the 4 lowest bits of each color. Let's test this by 

exporting the data for each of this combination. 

 

And then I tried everything again but not row by row, but column-wise. On the lsb with all 3 colors I got:  
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That's not yet the solution, but another hint. The formula talks about alpha. So I have to proceed with this 

image, since the heizohack image hasn't alpha and this one has. After thinking about this, I think that the lsb 
red bit only should be taken, if the MAC is ok. So reading the image, calculating the mac and collecting the bits 
are taken with this java code: 

 
 

Of course it has to be read column-wise again…  

 

The result is: 
Reading image from file ImageInfo [cols=400, rows=199, bitDepth=8, channels=4, 

bitspPixel=32, bytesPixel=4, bytesPerRow=1600, samplesPerRow=1600, 

samplesPerRowP=1600, alpha=true, greyscale=false, indexed=false, packed=false] 

interlaced=false 

RES: 01101100011011110111001101110100011010010110111001110100011010000 

110010101110111011011110110111101101111011011110110010001110011, len: 128 

RES: lostinthewoooods 

RES: 6c6f7374696e746865776f6f6f6f647300 
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Egg 24 – crunch.ly 

 

Level: hard 

Solutions: 111 
 

 

Challenge 

Do you know crunch.ly, the fancy new URL shortener? It was used to create a short URL for Hacky Easter. In 
order to lure people onto the web site of your alternative hacking competition "Evil Easter", you decide to 
attack this service. 

 

What you know 

 Short URL for Hacky Easter: http://crunch.ly/IU66SMI 

 Web site of crunch.ly (not a real domain!): OPEN WEB SITE 

 Algorithms used on the web site: DOWNLOAD 

 

Your mission 

 find a URL starting with http://evileaster.com, which produces the same short URL 

 make the web site store your URL, instead of the original URL 

 open the short URL on the web site 

 do not bomb or DoS the server - you'll have no luck with it; cracking must happen offline                 
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Solution of eash 

Answer stage1:  

First of all I have analyzed the algorithm provided on crunchly.txt file. My first approach is to crack the KEY. 

Based on the comment on KEY_FULL variable, I know that the KEY_FULL is 16 bytes long(128 bits) and it is the 

concatenation of "x" + KEY + KEY + KEY.  

 

 

 

Then KEY is 5 byte long. To crack the KEY I do the following:  

1) Generate a Wordlist using crunch wordlist tool  
#crunch 5 5 1234567890abcdefghijklm[…]HIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ -o dictionary.txt  

2) Generate a valid ticket using crunch site.  

3) Create a cracker to crack KEY variable. 

4) Compile and Run the cracker: 

#java -classpath . KEYCRACKER  

5) The output is: 

     
 

 

Answer stage2:  

With the cracked key tKguF the next step was generate the URL http://evileaster.com that produce the same 

ShortURL http://crunch.ly/IU66SMI .  

To help on this hard task I code a program named EVIL.java. After 23 hours running the EVIL output was:  

 
 

 

Answer stage3:  

With the URL http://evileaster.com/lDdvCxa the next step is make the web site stores the URL, instead of the 
original URL. Trying to store using the Website outputs an error.  

 
 

To achieve this I had to generate new ticket to “http://evileaster.com/lDdvCxa” URL. I did using a script named 
TICKET.java. The TICKET output is:  
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After using Fiddler Web Debugger I did a fake request to crunch site replacing the ticket by the Ticket generated 

to “http://evileaster.com/lDdvCxa” (Hgo3UsPWbH+4kkfQwZ0dOFD[…]y9SWJhlwZyeEhoKiQHHMgBJ2Ak=) 
forcing the website to store my ShortURL.  

 

Answer final:  

Now opening the short URL IU66SMI on the web site sent me to the URL http://hackyeaster.hacking-
lab.com/hackyeaster/images/egg24_bHIrQh1VR141TPmapETM.png 

 
 

Solution of mcia 

First of all I looked at the website itself. A javascript file is loaded with the name script.js, which shows some 
interesting URLs: 

  http://hackyeaster.hacking-lab.com/hackyeaster/crunch?service=check&url= + encodeURIComponent(shorturl) 

  http://hackyeaster.hacking-lab.com/hackyeaster/crunch?service=save&ticket=" + encodeURIComponent(ticket) 

  http://hackyeaster.hacking-lab.com/hackyeaster/crunch?service=go&shorturl=" + encodeURIComponent(shorturl) 

 

Next I checked out the available source code snippets. I found two parts which are poorly implemented. 

 

1. Problem: 
private static final String KEY = [[CENSORED!!!]] 

private static final String KEY_FULL = "x" + KEY + KEY + KEY; // 128 bit 

 

They key itself is censored, but there is another problem. A character in Java is 1 byte -> 8bits. So the key with 
128 bit has 16 characters minus the 'x', which is hardcoded. The KEY is used 3 times in the complete key 
therefore we have left 5 characters. What means out of 128 bit of entropy we have 40 bits left. This is really bad 
and easy to bruteforce.  

 

2. Problem: 
private String calculateShortUrl(String url) { 

 try { 

  MessageDigest md = MessageDigest.getInstance("SHA-256"); 

  md.update(url.getBytes("UTF-8")); 

  byte[] hash = md.digest(); 

  byte[] part = new byte[4]; 

  System.arraycopy(hash, 0, part, 0, 4); 

  String b32 = new String(new Base32().encode(part), "UTF-8"); 

  b32 = b32.replaceAll("=", ""); 

  return "http://crunch.ly/" + b32; 

 } catch (Exception e) { 

  e.printStackTrace(); 

 } 

 return null; 

} 

 

This method calculates a hash from a given url and generates a base32 short url based on the first 4 bytes. So 
far so good. The problem here is that we only take the first 4 bytes, what means the chances of a collision are 

much higher. The code doesn't seem to make any check if there is already an URL with the same short code. 

This means if we are able to find another URL which generates a hash with the same bytes at the beginning of 
the hash we can compromise a short URL. 
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Attack 1: 

Looking at the problems above my first thought was that maybe it's enough to crack the encryption key. With 

the encryption key I can generate a ticket which is an encrypted short URL together with the full URL. The server 
is able to decrypt it and if I am lucky the server does not perform any additional checks and saves the malicious 

URL. To be able to brute force the key I need an URL and the generated ticket for it. These information I could 
gather using the Burp proxy, I just used the website to generate a short URL and intercepted the traffic in Burp. 

For this I used the URL 'http://www.test.com' which resulted in the ticket 
'f/nlrgUpAgpthe/JB/Q1KCZZemL8HFwbDbkGF1sAKb2ymVSC5WcYIdQGF+b8khvvQjUZGUF

rbkymb1FZ3LmCMg=='. 

Now I could start doing the bruteforcing, I generate tickets using the test URL and the provided cryptTicket() 

method, for each round I change the key and compare the ticket. If the ticket is the same as the one the website 
generated then I found the correct key. I wrote a multithreaded Java program to bruteforce the key (Code 

attached in separate file). After some time I found the key "tKguF". 

 

OK, now lets generate a valid ticket with the URL 'http://evileaster.com/laksdjflkasjdfklajdferqdf' and the short 
URL 'http://crunch.ly/IU66SMI'. 

[…] 

Unfortunately the result was 'Response: {"status":3}', something went wrong... The key is correct but it doesn't 

work, therefore the server must make additional checks to see if the full URL matches the short URL. This 
means I need to find a valid URL which generates the same short URL. 

 

Attack 2: 

I extended my Java program to brute force the calculateShortURL method (Code attached). The program takes 
the malicious base URL 'http://evileaster.com/' and adds a nonce value in the end. The calculateShortUrl 

method is called and a check is performed if the base32 encoded string is the needed one. After several hours 

of computing I finally had a match: 'http://evileaster.com/1728886413' results in 
'http://crunch.ly/IU66SMI'! 

 

I tried to submit the URL direct on the webpage, which didn't work. The page complained that the short URL 
was already taken. So I did the same as before: Generated the ticket, URL encoded it and used the GET request: 

http://hackyeaster.hacking-
lab.com/hackyeaster/crunch?service=save&ticket=Hgo3UsPWbH%2B4kkfQwZ0dOIuF83jHs%2F2%2B44Ccd
V%2BMTVKzFzkNRagtVaaksYO8P2YSAHLXkkE7Esb3VwFEJQXAub18Qsx4kaFEjHymZ7lXew4%3D 

 

Bingo, this time it worked and I then could open the shortlink over the website. 
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Solution of darkstar 

First I checked the source form the page, Played a little bit around with firebug. 

 

Search the URL 

 
 

Create the ticket 

Next I need a ticket to change the link entry, for this I send a change request for a dummy address. For 

http://give.me.the.ticked/ I got the short url http://crunch.ly/I5424OI with the ticked  
5zFrCQJohgxviLnHiwYpdbeeco5uRA[…]+jqs211KZ2Trq/8Tb06WvRSCy 

 

 
Change the Site 

To send the ticked and change the link on the server I set an Breakpoint in the urlButtonPressed() function at 
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ticket = data.ticket line. Sending an check request for a dummy address. At reaching the breakpoint the value 

from data.ticket was altered to the before calculated ticket. 

 
 

 
 

Ticket:  
Hgo3UsPWbH+4kkfQwZ0dOAbQzQy7HXmhCcwLzE4m/06I3E5d4Zl2LJ7hLXVuOe6USoykVYjij 

Bkc8Rv/tMXnJHkU66WiET3AEwka8zz+ 

 

 

 


